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ABSTRACT
Background:
Introducing technology aided teaching in anatomy assures efficiency in
teaching and
learning. The rationale of the present study is to explore the effectiveness of video based
lectures as an augmented teaching module for I MBBS students.
Materials and Methods:
Ethical committee clearance was obtained from the Institutional Ethical Committee for the
study. 100 I MBBS students were taken into study to analyse the effectiveness of the
augmented teaching learning method.
The students were divided into two groups based on their roll numbers, odd numbers as
Group A and even numbers as Group B each consisting of 50 students.
Group A students were taught on the topic gross anatomy of liver using Power Point
Presentation (PPT) augmented with Video. Group B students' were taught the same topic
through PPT alone on the same day. Both groups were assessed by using multiple choice
questions.
Next day cross over was done and microanatomy of liver was taught and assessment was
done. Both test performances were analyzed using SPSS software version 16. A class test was
conducted after a week on the topic liver including gross anatomy and microanatomy of liver
and evaluated using structured answer key. Students' perception was obtained in a
structured feedback form and analysis done.
Results:
Evaluation and analysis of objective type test and class test showed significant improvement
in the performance of the students who were exposed to video based lectures. Students'
perceptions revealed the same.
Conclusion:
The present study showed that incorporation of videos during regular theory classes
enhances the learning ability of the I MBBS students. The study can be further extended to
large groups and for more numbers of lectures to prove it as one of the effective teaching and
learning method.
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INTRODUCTION:

OBJECTIVES :

T

he goal of medical education is to

v

To analyze the efficacy of the augmented
lectures in improving the performance of
students in exams by delivering video
based lectures and conducting post tests.

v

To obtain and assess the students
perception about augmented teaching in
lectures.

produce Ideal Medical Graduate. The

curriculum should be designed

student oriented way, in which the student
development should be along with
knowledge, skills and attitude.

1

Anatomy is a difficult subject as students have

MATERIALS AND METHODS :

to learn many new concepts and complex
terminologies just after their school education.
Students find learning anatomy is laborious
and their efforts are spent on memorizing the
concepts rather than understanding. The

Ethical committee clearance was obtained
from the Institutional Ethical Committee for
the study. 100 I MBBS students were taken into
study to analyse the effectiveness of the
augmented teaching learning method.

intent of any teaching-learning activity should
be such that the content which is taught in the
classrooms should reach all the students. A
single method of teaching may not help to

The students were divided into two groups
based on their roll numbers, odd numbers as
Group A and even numbers as Group B each
consisting of 50 students.

achieve this goal. Anatomy is a visually
intensive subject and so various methods
incorporated into teaching help to improve
the learning ability of the students. Previous
studies state that no new technique can be

Group A students were taught on the topic
gross anatomy of liver using PPT augmented
with Video. Group B students' were taught the
same topic through PPT alone on the same
day. Both groups were assessed by using
multiple choice questions.

substituted for time tested techniques of
teaching and learning and the ideal method
would be to incorporate newer multimedia
techniques into traditional classes.2
The rationale of the present study is to explore
the effectiveness of video based lectures as an
augmented teaching module for I MBBS
students.
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Next day cross over was done and
microanatomy of liver was taught and
assessment was done. Both test performances
were analyzed using SPSS software version
16. A class test was conducted on the topic
liver and it was evaluated using structured
answer key.
Students' perception was obtained in a
structured feedback form and analysis done.
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RESULTS :
The present study showed that incorporation of videos during regular theory classes was a
useful module to enhance the learning ability of the I MBBS students.
The performance of the students improved which was observed in their test scores. (Figure1).
Students' perception also supported the same. The augmented teaching module recorded the
highest scores when compared to conventional teaching method. 55% of the students expressed
that prior video demonstration helped them in understanding the topic while learning in the
textbook. Incorporation of videos during lectures was invited by 60% of the students. (Figure 2).
Fig 1 Comparison of Results between Augmented and Conventional Teaching in Anatomy
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Fig 2 Students perception

1. Understanding the content of the topic was easy through Powerpoint presentation
2. Understanding the content of the topic was easy through video demonstration
3. Powerpoint presentation was very useful to attempt Multiple choice questions
4. Video demonstration was very useful to attempt Multiple choice questions
5. Powerpoint presentation was very useful to understand the topic while studying the topic in the textbook
6. Video demonstration was very useful to understand the topic while studying the topic in the textbook
7. Powerpoint presentation was very useful to remember and to recollect the topic while writing the tutorial test
8. Video demonstration was very useful to remember and to recollect the topic while writing the tutorial test
9. Video based lectures can be implemented in our curriculum during the course of IMBBS
DISCUSSION :
Anatomy is one of the ideal subjects where newer techniques can be easily incorporated to
enhance learning outcomes. Teaching anatomy evolved from simple observation to dissection
and the recent advancement is teaching through computer assisted learning like virtual
dissectors. Innovative medical technology and health education is essential for effective
3

learning of medical students for their future. The implementation of computer aids in the form
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of LCD projectors, video clips, internet,
telecommunications etc, in medical education
system is both the rewarding and
4

challenging. Computer assisted learning or
video clips are effective way to overcome the
shortage of faculty strength, time pressure on
students as well as on teachers, lack of trained
faculty and inadequacy of resource materials,
especially cadavers. As we know there are
different kinds of learners like auditory, visual
and kinesthetic, and hencea single mode of
teaching cannot meet the need of learners.

demonstrate three dimensional view. This
concept might have made the students to
appreciate video based lectures during their
routine classes. The test scores of traditional
versus augmented teaching showed a
significant improvement. Video clips as an aid
in theoretical lessons in anatomy, showed
significant improvement in students'
comprehension of theoretical contents. 6
Learning is the continuous active process in
medical profession; facilitation of learning
process in students' minds is the prime
7

responsibility held in teacher's hand.
A study on “effectiveness of video
demonstration over conventional methods in
teaching osteology in anatomy” concluded
that a blended system of teaching will be
useful and implementation of visual aided
method with proper planning and training of
faculty helps to overcome the pitfalls of
shortage of time and faculty.2 Kerby et al
proposed that dissection should be the leading
modality in teaching anatomy, but single
teaching method could not meet all aspects of
5

the curriculum.

CONCLUSION:
The present study revealed that incorporation
of videos during regular theory classes
enhances the learning ability of the I MBBS
students. The study showed significant
improvement in the performance of students.
The study can be done on a larger scale to
prove effectiveness of augmented teaching; it
can be incorporated in the regular teaching of
MBBS curriculum.
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